Chapter 7

ABLATION DURING ATMOSPHERIC ENTRY**

In this chapter we present a summary of recent theoretical and
experimental work on the ablation of reentry vehicles. After a brief
introduction (Section 7-1), we consider first such relatively simple
problems as steady-state ablation and ablation in a radiation field
(Section 7-2), and then treat successively a series of unsteady problems
of increasing complexity, viz., surface melting without study of the
detailed motion of the liquid layer (Section 7-3), surface regression
controlled by a rate process for time-independent and time-dependent
regression rates (Sections 7-4A to 7-4B), constant ablation rate with
time-dependent energy flux (Section 7-4C), melting and the coupled
motion of the liquid and adjacent gas layers (Sections 7-5 and 7-6),
ablation with combustion of gasification products and/or depolymerization and liquid-phase reactions (Section 7-7). In Sections 7-3 to 7-6A,
we assume that the ablating solid is completely opaque and, therefore,
energy input occurs only at the surface of the ablating material. In
Section 7-6B, we allow for coupled conductive and radiative-energy
transport within the solid material. In Section 7-7, we present a brief
qualitative summary (as of 1965) of our current physical understanding
of the important features of ablating materials that undergo chemical
reactions of one type or another. Unsteady ablation coupled to a steady,
laminar boundary-layer flow is treated in Section 7-8; an interesting
aspect of this analysis is the derivation of results in semi-analytical
form.

* Chapter 7 is by S. S. PENNER.
+
T h e author is indebted to Dr. O. P. Sharma for reading this chapter and noting numerous corrections. Extensive material has been reproduced from a paper entitled "Ablation
with Radiant Heating" by Penner and Sharma. 1
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7. ABLATION

Introduction

The problem of ablation during atmospheric entry is of prime interest
in connection with a wide spectrum of engineering and scientific studies.
The most obvious application relates to the construction of heat shields
for the survival of reentering space vehicles and missiles, a problem for
which there exist at least three well-defined solutions. These are (1)
the use of materials with such large heat capacities that the reentry
vehicle may be considered to be a large heat sink, which can absorb all
of the heat load without a concomitant fatal rise in temperature; (2) the
use of melting, ablating, and charring solid materials which absorb
energy on change of phase or decomposition; (3) the use of carefully
planned reentry trajectories, in conjunction with finned structures, that
are capable of losing rapidly (by radiation) most of the absorbed energy.
Of the specified three solutions, the second is the most economical in
terms of weight requirements, the most popular especially for missile
applications, and the most easily adaptable to a variety of vehicle sizes
and mission requirements.
The scientific interest in ablation rates results from quantitative
studies of selected problems in space science and cosmology, especially
problems connected with meteor, comet, and tektite entry. Detailed
study of the aerodynamic history of such bodies, which may be deduced
either from direct observations during atmospheric entry or from careful
examination of deposited materials, may provide important clues not
only about the entry trajectory and velocity but also about their origin.
Because of the absence of the type of carefully controlled, albeit
exceedingly costly, observational program that characterizes the work
on space vehicles and missiles, the quantitative reconstruction of entry
dynamics for meteors, comets, and tektites generally involves a more
challenging and relatively less well understood set of phenomena.
Many papers have been published recently on ablation rates. We shall
review these, to some extent, in connection with the quantitative studies
described in succeeding sections. Here it will suffice to mention
representative publications that cover the broad range of activities in the
field. Landau 13, (1950) solved the problem of heat conduction in a
melting solid, and Sutton and Scala2 (1958) first emphasized the interplay
between melting and the motion of a molten layer of ablated material
during supersonic flow. Adams 3 (1959), using only relatively crude
steady-state approximations for ablation rates, considered conservative
requirements for heat-shield design, a program which has been
extensively elaborated in more recent reports. 4 - 8 Bethe and Adams 4
presented the first semianalytic solution to the problem of melting with
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evaporation, properly coupled to the external gas flow. Chapman and
his colleagues 9-12 have performed especially detailed experimental and
theoretical studies on tektite ablation; Ostrach and his colleagues 13-15
have emphasized possible discrepancies in Chapman's interpretation of
tektite entry by stressing the potential importance of nonsteady
phenomena. Of some relevance is a series of papers dealing with
steady 16-19 and unsteady 20,21 coupled convective and radiative heat
transfer in slabs of finite thickness and in a semiinfinite slab, as well as
the problem of radiative-energy transport within an ablating body. 22
Finally, mention should be made of the extensive experimental programs
on ablation of missile and space-vehicle heat shields, some of which
have been described in the open literature. 23-33 The fluid dynamics of
the external flow is discussed, for example, by Fay et al.M and by Hayes
and Probstein. 34a A recent discussion on the effect of Reynolds number
on ablation has been given by Gilbert and Goldberg. 34b The analysis
of phase-change problems with variable surface temperature has also
been extended. 340

7-2

Steady-state ablation rates and ablation with radiant
heating 1

The rate of ablation of a solid material is generally determined by
the properties of the ablating solid alone. Thus a solid body will melt
when the (surface) temperature exceeds the melting point; it will
evaporate (sublime) at all temperatures at a rate that is controlled, in
first order, by the surface temperature alone; it will char at a rate that
is primarily determined by the physicochemical properties that characterize depolymerization rates and bond rupture. As a consequence of
this behavior, the ablation processes and rates are coupled to the
external flow field only in so far as these affect the rate of energy input
into the ablating solid.* It is, therefore, appropriate to consider initially
the properties of the solid material alone and to examine both steady
and nonsteady ablation, without detailed reference to the external flow
fields, the influence of which is made manifest through an appropriately
selected surface boundary condition.
7-2A

FORMULATION OF THE

PROBLEM

WITHOUT

COUPLED

FLOW. 1

The problem of ablation with simultaneous radiative energy transport
* The converse statement is not generally true, i.e., the motion of the liquid layer and
the external flow field are extensively influenced by ablation and mass addition rates.
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may be formulated at various levels of sophistication, although the
steady-state regression rates turn out to be substantially independent of
the way the problem is formulated. In the following instructive onedimensional example, we neglect convective heat transfer as well as
scattering and reradiation within the solid. The steady-state ablation
rate is simply an energy conservation statement, it is independent of the
last two assumptions, and it may be generalized to the case with
occurrence of convective heat transfer by simply adding the convectiveenergy input to the radiative-energy flux term.
We consider an ablating, semiinfinite slab which is fed into the
plane x* = 0 at such a rate that the surface of the slab coincides with
the plane normal to the origin (see Fig. 7-2.1). The required linear

1.

x · — oo

(col/cm 2-sec)

x* = 0

τ·.τ;
FIG. 7-2.1. Schematic diagram of an ablating (and/or melting) surface, with the rate
of melting controlled by radiant-energy input from an external source; reproduced
from Penner and Sharma. 1

convection rate of the slab in the negative x*-direction is designated as
the positive quantity m*/p*, i.e., the convection rate in the positive
#*-direction is — m*//o*.
Neglecting scattering and including only the external radiant-flux
term, the equation for conservation of energy becomes
* * r a(T* 9 c

»L

= A*

Γ*)

*

gx*2

m* a(T* -

/>*

dt*
0)

Tt) 1

a**

J

+ 2q?K*E2(Z*x*),

(7-2.1)

where K* denotes the (assumed constant) absorption coefficient per
unit length for radiant energy,
Εη(γ) = f e-yy y ~ n dy = f y n ~ 2 e~yly dy

(n = 1, 2,...),
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and we use * to identify dimensional quantities. Let
T =
t =

v{t) =

(T* -

T*)

71*

λ***£*2
m*c*

(7-2.2)

*

ß = - * *£* λ Γ
χ =

K*x*y

where (K*)'1 is a characteristic length of the problem. Equation (7-2.1)
becomes now

^ =« ^

+ | £ + W*),

(7-2-3)

where all quantities are dimensionless and β is a constant for any given
ablating system and external flux. The boundary conditions are
T(x, 0) = 0
T(oo, t) = 0

for
for

x > 0,
t> 0,
(7-2.4)

+ ίΛ*
L

d{T

\x~*Tt) 1
^

Χ

Ja;*=0+,t*

=**J*^p

or

+{w)

=^)^.

\ ^ Λ /a;=0+,i

where ^A*ap = n e a t °f evaporation and θγ = Ah$&v/c%T£ (^A*ap i s
intrinsically positive). The boundary condition for the surface-temperature gradient requires some explanation. Without convective heat
transfer but a heat sink at the surface (corresponding to the energy
absorbed in ablation or melting), it is apparent that energy must reach
the surface by heat conduction and that, therefore, the temperature
gradient at the surface is positive. In other words, the present formulation
demands a temperature profile of the form sketched in Fig. 7-2.2.
With this type of temperature profile, the temperature gradient at the
ablator surface is intrinsically positive. Hence, the product of the
thermal conductivity by the positive surface temperature gradient,
which measures the energy transfer through thermal conduction to the
surface, is an intrinsically positive quantity, which may be set equal to
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FIG. 7-2.2. Schematic diagram showing a temperature maximum near the ablator
surface; reproduced from Penner and Sharma. 1

the (positive) surface energy absorption associated with melting and/or
ablation.
We expect that, for sublimation at the surface temperature, the surface
regression rate will be controlled by a surface rate law, which has been
used in an earlier approximate treatment by Penner and Olfe.35 On the
other hand, if surface melting precedes ablation, then it is more reasonable to assume that the surface temperature is constant and that the
rate of removal of material is now determined as an eigenvalue of the
problem which is defined by the amount of material that has been melted
at the assumed constant surface temperature. This last problem has
been treated by Landau. l a For the surface rate law, we write
v(t) = v[T(x = 0, t)] = v[Ts(t)]
since we expect that, for evaporation into a vacuum,
rô* = ρ*ά*ΤΤ*ρ** e x p ( - £*/i?*r s *),

(7-2.5)

where 6J, α χ , a2, and 2?*/i?* are empirically determined constants,
p£ denotes the density of the solid phase, and p * is the equilibrium
vapor pressure of the subliming material. In the Knudsen approximation,
E* = heat of sublimation, a 2 = 0, and
pibfT?*

*t KpZ(W*ßnR*T*)1/2

where p$ is the integration constant in the Clausius-Clapeyron equation
for vapor pressure, κ is the evaporation coefficient, and R*jW* denotes
the gas constant per unit mass.
7-2B
FLOW.

STEADY-STATE SOLUTION FOR ABLATION RATES WITHOUT COUPLED

By definition, T(x, tss) = T8S(x) and v[Ta8(0)] = ^SS are constants at the steady state. Equation (7-2.3) becomes now
0 = vM ^

+ ^f-

+ 2β E2(x)

for

t > tss

(7-2.3a)
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with the surface boundary condition
dT<
/ain\

= v

^=

œnsu.

(7_2>4a)

' x=0+,t>t

tBe is the dimensionless time required to reach the steady state; and
the time derivative of T s s has been set equal to zero. Equation (7-2.3a)
may be integrated directly with the result

[&L-(T)J+*„^.J
+ 2ß[E3(x = 0 + ) - E3(x = oo)] = 0
or, since

("ΊΪΪΓ)

=

~ »ββΓββί* = o + ) + β = + νΜθγ,

where we have used Eq. (7-2.4a). Hence
β = νΜ[θγ + Tw{x = 0 +)].

(7-2.5a)

In terms of the dimensional variables, Eq. (7-2.5a) becomes

«*s = j ^

p + c*[r*(**

= o+)-r*] '

(7 2,6)

"

which is the well-known steady-state solution for this one-dimensional
problem, without consideration of reradiation from the ablator surface.
7-2C

SOLUTION

OF TIME-DEPENDENT RADIANT-HEATING PROBLEMS. 1

Analytical or semianalytical solutions are obtainable for the timedependent problem without surface regression. This problem will
be considered first, before we study the moving-boundary problem.
a. No surface regression.1 Without surface regression, v(t) = 0 and
the boundary-value problem reduces to the simpler case
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with

T(x, 0) = 0

for O

Γ(οο,ί)=0

for

0,

i>0,

(724b)

dT
\ dx ) 0 + t t
The solution of Eq. (7-2.3b), subject to the boundary conditions
specified in Eq. (7-2.4b), is

- ^ = 2 (νΓΚ(-ί-)]- 2 ^)-Η(τ^)]
+

/^[exp(^-^][erfc(

+ f^~

T

^-

y

^)]

[exp(A + T*)] [erfc ( ~ - + r V*)] ·

(7-2.7)

In connection with the use of this last relation, it is convenient to note
the following asymptotic forms:
Τψϊ-

= 2 (-L)1'2 - \

+ 2 J~ J [erfc(r V01 [ « ρ ( Λ ) ] ,

-ZX^A ~ 2i + « - ^ - i3/2 In t - 0.53ί3/2 + Θ(?)
p
3 V 7r
^M-~2(^)
Ι ψ -

1 / 2

^ 2( i f

-y+^(rV2)

for

for

*<1,

(7-2.7b)

ί>1,

[exp ( - - £ ) ] - 2 ^ ) - » [erfc ( ^ ) ]
for γ < 1 ,

(7-2.7a)

\/*>l-

(7-2.7c)
+

« ^
(7-2.7d)

Representative results for T(x, t)/ß, as a function of # and t, are shown
in Fig. 7-2.3.
An analytical solution is readily obtainable for a related, somewhat
simpler problem. Thus, if the external radiant-energy source were

* An equivalent boundary condition is provided by the relation J0°° T dx = ßt.
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FIG. 7-2.3. T h e reduced quantity T(x, t)lß as a function of t for various values of x;
reproduced from Penner and Sharma. 1

coherent rather than incoherent, then the last term in Eq. (7-2.1)
should be replaced by the expression
qfR*

e*p(-R*x*)

where qf (cal/cm 2 -sec) is the external flux density of the (laser) source,
the factor 2 in Eq. (7-2.1) is replaced by unity because the mean beam
length for a semiinfinite slab now equals the geometric thickness (it is
twice the geometric thickness for incoherent radiation), and the function
E2(K*x*) has been replaced by the Beer-Bouguer factor exp(—K*x*).
In the revised problem, we define the reduced flux
ßi

Qi

λ*£*Γ*

and then obtain the result
T(x, t)

t \!/2

+ T «' I«' hfc ( -Tji + V)] + *- hfc (-

TUJ+ΛI— er
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b. Constant surface regression rate.1 For a constant regression rate,
v{t) = a, the solution of the boundary-value problem as specified
by Eqs. (7-2.3) and (7-2.4) may be shown to be

JT* <) = +

K4-) + (£) [- + m - -»I ['-«* ( ^ ) ]
|(-L )[ „ + - ) + (±)] + (£)[„

+ -) +

g+-fi|

+ (£)[«· + ->-£)Ν·-<>1[·*βφ]
2 V*
exp{- «[τ2 - ατ + (αψ)]1'* + (τ2 - <w) «}
τ2(τ - β) [τ2 -ατ + (αψ)]1/2 + (α/2)
X erfc

x - 2ί[τ2 - ατ + («»/4)]1/1
2V<
J

expfrfr2 - «τ + (α2/4)]ν2 + (τ2 - βτ) *}
τ2(τ - α) [τ2 - ατ + (a2/4)]V2 - (β/2)
Xerfc(-

+ 2

^--

+

^

4

)]

1 / 2

+ ^ I" * I[ r v l T ? ) ] ί6ΧΡΚτ2 - ÖT) ^ - 1}! '

))

(?-2·8)

where all logarithms are taken to the base e.
For a = 0, Eq. (7-2.8) reduces to Eq. (7-2.7). A general parametric
description of results derived from Eq. (7-2.8) is quite laborious.

7-3

Surface melting of opaque materials

H. G. Landau 13, has solved a special problem in which R* is allowed
to increase without limit so that the term 2ßE2(x) may be deleted. The
surface temperature gradient now becomes negative and, if we use the
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positive sign for the convection velocity in the positive ai-direction, the
problem may be reformulated as follows in our notation:*
82T

dT
8T
dt ■ = v(t) dx

for x>0,

T(x, 0 ) = 0
T(co,

i)=0

ß=-

idT
\ dx

dx2 '

for

+ v(t)

)

(7-3.1)

t>0,
0V,

where
v(t) == 0

for

t <Z tcT y

(7-3.2)

T(0, t) := TCT

for

t>tCT.

(7-3.3)

Hence, for t < tCT when T(0, t) < TCT (where TCT is assumed to be a
minimum surface temperature for which regression is important), v(t)
is thus set equal to zero and the problem reduces to a classical problem
in heat conduction. For t > tCT, we assume a constant surface temperature T(0, t) = TCT and determine the dimensionless regression rate
v(t) as an eigenvalue of the problem. The surface boundary condition
corresponds, in terms of the physical variables, to the statement

qt =

_ λ* [ 8 ( r * a ~ Γ'*> ] ^ + rh* JÄ*ap .

For v(t) = 0, t < tCT, the solution to the boundary-value problem is
well known to be
r(*,0=^(^)1/2exp(-£)]
for

T < TCT ,

-hrfc(^)]

V^-liJ

(7-3.4)

t < tCT ,

where, as usual,
2 r°°
erfc y = —r(exp — λ2) d\.
V77" * y
* In nondimensionalizing the parameters for opaque materials, we have conveniently
replaced ( ^ * ) _ 1 by a characteristic vehicle length R* in Eqs. (7-2.2).
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In terms of the physical variables, Eq. (7-3.4) becomes
T*_T*1
V
»

(
7a* ( ** Y1' IΓ-L exo ** )2
1
P
\X*p*c*) IW*
4t*(X*/p*c*) \

- Z ? e

<l * *\i/2/2 JI ·
- [ -. 2(λ*ί*/ρ*<:*) /2 - —erfc -(2i*A*/p*c*)
1

p c

1

(7-3.4a)

From Eq. (7-3.4), it is apparent that
T(0, *cr) = Tcr = 2)8 (-f-)
and
/

cr

— _ZL T 2

"" 4β2

cr

nr

/* — ^
cr

Cg>P

~ T

^ ÎT*

(?*)2 ^

cr

T*V*

"" ° ' *

(7-3.5)

For £ > tCT, Landau assumed T(0, i) to remain constant and equal
to Tcv. A steady-state regression rate is now not immediately reached
because of heat conduction within the interior of the slab which must
readjust conditions, for a given energy input, to the presence of an
energy sink at the ablator surface. Landau la has obtained a numerical
solution to the eigenvalue problem, the results of which are reproduced
in Fig. 7-3.1. One of the principal difficulties with effecting a simple
solution appears to be associated with the fact that the form of T(xy tCT)
is incompatible with the existence of a heat sink at the surface and,
furthermore, imposition of the artificial boundary condition T(0, t) = TCT
for t > tCT implies the necessity of a (molten) layer of growing thickness

(t/t„> i
FIG. 7-3.1. The reduced regression rate (Θν1β)ν(ϊ) as a function of the reduced
time (i/icr) — 1 after reaching the melting temperature at the surface. The parameter m
represents the dimensionless quantity ^(π)1/2(ΤΌ,./0ν). Reproduced from Landau.18,
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with temperature TCT ; this last condition does not appear to be
unrealistic for the problem of a melting solid treated by Landau but is
not obviously applicable to an ablating solid.
In Fig. 7-3.1, we show (θΥΙβ)ν(ή as a function of (t/tCT) — 1 for
various values of ^ττ1ί2(ΤοτΙΘΎ). The growth of the molten layer is
depicted in Fig. 7-3.2 where i*/(m*/p*) t*T = δ is shown as a function

0.1

(t/i^)-i

1.0

10

FIG. 7-3.2. The dimensionless thickness δ = s*l(m*lp*)t*T of the molten layer as
a function of the reduced time (i/iCr) — 1 after reaching the melting temperature at
the surface. The parameter m represents the dimensionless quantity j7r1/2(TCr/öv).
Reproduced from Landau.13,

of (t/tCT) — 1 for various values of ^ 1/2 (ï , 0 p/^v)'> n e r e ** denotes the
thickness of the molten layer and m = ^" 1/2 (^ C r/^v)·
It should be noted that the calculated physical variables and,
especially, the estimated times for reaching steady-state regression are
the results of the following critical assumptions made by Landau:
(1) existence of a constant surface temperature after melting and surface
regression have begun; (2) a temperature profile at t — tCT (that was
derived without consideration of a surface heat sink for steady external
energy input) which must undergo a drastic readjustment after introduction of the surface heat sink at t = tOT.
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Energy absorption at the ablator surface with the
regression rate controlled by a rate law

We consider the following eigenvalue problem as a straightforward
extension of Landau's problem to the case of ablation controlled by a
rate process, the numerical value of which is determined by the surface
temperature:
— = {v[T
s (t)]}
l L 8VVJJ
dt
dx
T(x, 0) = 0
T(oo, t) = 0

' dx2 '

for O 0,
for t > 0,

(7-4.1)

^ - ( ■ S - L + WiiW]}«..
where

»Ww] = ^ h J ^ r < ;

(7-4.2)

Γ^(ί) = Γ*(0, t); p% is the equilibrium vapor pressure at 71*; p * denotes
again the density; W* is the molecular weight of the evaporating
material; /?* stands for the molar gas constant; and e is a dimensionless
evaporation coefficient which is less than or equal to unity. In a manner
analogous to that used in Eqs. (7-2.2), we have set v = z;*c£i?*/>*/A*.
FOR V(T*)
= a = const,
7-4A CONSTANT REGRESSION RATE.
71* φ const, the ablation problem may be solved in analytic form, for
example, by using the method of the Laplace transform. The differential
equation and boundary conditions become

dT
dT
d2T
dt = a- dx h- dx2
T(x9 0) = 0,
T(oo, t) = 0,
07X0,*) , aff

(7-4.3)

After some manipulation, we obtain the following solution to the
specified boundary-value problem:

+|[<*+*<>+τ1Η<ίΐν?]
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From Eq. (7-4.4), it is apparent that
T(0, oo) = - 6»v + ^

(7-4.5a)

or, in terms of the physical variables,
r*(0, oo) - T* _
71*

g*-m*Ah*&v
th*c*T*
v o

which is the physically obvious steady-state expression for the surface
temperature. The time-dependent surface temperature may be obtained
from the following convenient relation:
Γ(0,ί)

1

ι at

, lw

, ay/t\

, 1 (ίγΐ*

ι

A\
(7-4.5b)

From Eqs. (7-4.5a) and (7-4.5b), we may compute the value of t0T
which corresponds to the time required for the surface temperature to
equal 0.90 of the steady-state value. Thus
0.90
2a

Γ(0, t)

2(j8 -

αθγ)

where

t =

tcr;

FIG. 7-4.1. The reduced time tCT required to reach 0.90 of the steady-state surface
temperature [i.e., T(0, tCT) = 0.90 T(0, oo)], for various assumed values of the reduced,
constant linear regression rate a; reproduced from Penner and Sharma.1
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this "relaxation time , , tCT is plotted as a function of the parameter a in
Fig. 7-4.1. The values for tCT plotted in Fig. 7-4.1 have no immediate
bearing on the time required for reaching the steady-state in problems
for which the temperature-dependent regression rate specified in
Eq. (7-4.2) applies. In general, tCT will be much larger than the time
required to reach the steady state when the material is heated from low
values of the surface temperature until the value of T£ is such that
v(t) ~ v8S = a, because, in the latter problem, most of the incident
energy is used for heating until T* approximates almost the steady-state
value. This conclusion follows from the fact that ablation is relatively
unimportant until the highest allowed temperatures are practically
attained. In fact, a crude lower bound (which is correct within about a
factor of 2 in most cases) may be obtained for the time required to
approximate the steady state when v is not constant by setting a = 0
in Eq. (7-4.3), noting that then
Ά*. 0 = * | [ 2 (-Lf

exp ( - - £ ) ] - [*erfc ( ^ ) ] |

and

mt) = 2ß(-) ,
and calculating t'CT from the last expression with T(0, t) replaced by the
steady-state value, i.e., a useful lower bound for the time required to
reach effectively the steady-state temperature is given by the relation
(t'cr)1/2~Tss(0yt)^provided v[T£(t)] has a strong dependence on T*(£), which is generally
the case. For constant values of a, Fig. 7-4.1 shows that tcv decreases
rapidly as a is increased. This last conclusion is physically plausible
because the total temperature rise, prior to reaching the steady state,
decreases as a is increased.
In Figs.7-4.2 and 7-4.3, we have plotted, respectively, [Γ(0, t)j2(ß - αθγ)]
as a function of t for various values of a and [T(x = a, t)/2(ß — αθγ)]
as a function of t for various values of a. Comparison of Figs. 7-4.2 and
7-4.3 shows that the temperature rise occurs much more abruptly at
x = a than at the surface. The values of tCT, which may be estimated
from the curves in Fig. 7-4.2, are, of course, consistent with the previous
discussion. The rather abrupt rise of temperatures observed in Fig. 7-4.3
is determined by the numerical values of β, i.e., by the interplay
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FIG. 7-4.2. The reduced surface temperature T(0, £)/2(j8 — αθν), as a function of time,
for various assumed values of the reduced, constant linear regression rate a; reproduced
from Penner and Sharma.1

FIG. 7-4.3. The reduced temperature T(xy t)l2(ß — αθν) for x = a> as a function of i,
for various assumed values of the reduced, constant linear regression rate a; reproduced
from Penner and Sharma.1
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between external radiant heating and heat conduction. For sufficiently
small values of x = a> the steady-state values of T(0, t) and T(x = a, t)
clearly approach each other (cf. the curves in Figs. 7-4.2 and 7-4.3 for
a = 0.5). Plots of the type shown in Figs. 7-4.2 and 7-4.3 may be used
to construct the instantaneous temperature profiles in the ablating slabs.
7-4B

REGRESSION

RATE

CONTROLLED

BY A TIME-DEPENDENT

RATE

LAW. 1 For a regression rate controlled by a surface rate law, Eqs.
(7-4.1) and (7-4.2) apply. Representative calculations have been
performed on a high-speed computer for Pyrex and iron, using the
numerical values listed in Table 7-4.1. The results are plotted in Figs.
TABLE

7-4.1

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES USED FOR PYREX 0 AND IRON 6 IN
PERFORMING THE CALCULATIONS SHOWN IN FIGS. 7-4.4(a) TO 7-4.4(C)

CR* = 8.317 x 107 erg/mole-°K, T* = 300°K, R* = 30 cm);
THE NUMERICAL VALUE OF R*

DOES N O T AFFECT THE PHYSICALLY OBSERVABLE

RESULTS: REPRODUCED FROM PENNER AND SHARMA 1

Pyrex

Physical property

p*,

dyn/cm 2

10e

/

Iron

46,400

\

exp ( - - ^ - + 14.5]

4.046 x 10^° exp ( - 3 - 7 1 7 r % X l ° 4 )

s

S

W*, g/mole

40.24

C*, cal/g-°K

0.25

0.151

λ*, cal/cm-sec-°K

7 x 10- 3

1.16 x 10- 1

/>*, g/cm
JA

*ap >

3

Cal

6.9

2.25
/S

2,470
3.45 x 1010

v(t)

55.85

[1 + T(0, t)]

1/a

1,626
1.55 x 10 2 1

Γ
L

eXP

" 1 + T(0, t)\

2.99 x 107

[i + T(o, 0]

Γ
1/2

Î

exp

1.24 x 10 2 1

~ i + T(o, t)\

° T h e data for Pyrex are identical with the estimates used by Bethe and Adams. 4
T h e data for iron come from various standard sources, such as the International
Critical Tables and the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics.
b

7-4.4a to 7-4.4c. Reference to Figs. 7-4.4a to 7-4.4c shows the following
qualitative facts:
(a) The time required to reach the steady state, for a given ablator,
increases as the flux density of the external energy source is decreased.
This effect is relatively more marked for the material with higher thermal
conductivity.
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1
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FIG. 7-4.4. (a) The surface temperature T*(0, t*) as a function of time i* for Pyrex and
iron, using the numerical estimates listed in Table 7-4.1, for an external energy flux
q* = 210 cal/cm 2 -sec; reproduced from Penner and Sharma.1
(b) The surface temperature T*(0, t*) as a function of time t* for Pyrex and iron,
using the numerical estimates listed in Table 7-4.1, for an external energy flux q\ = 2.1
cal/cm 2 -sec; reproduced from Penner and Sharma.1
(c) The surface temperature T*(0, t*) as a function of time t* for Pyrex and iron, using
the numerical estimates listed in Table 7-4.1, for an external energy flux q* = 0.21 cal/
cm 2 -sec; reproduced from Penner and Sharma.1
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(b) The times required to reach a steady state are appreciably longer
for the good conductor (iron) than for the poor conductor (Pyrex).
(c) T h e temperatures for Pyrex are so high that melting must occur,
for all of the energy sources used, long before the steady state is attained.
Hence the problem which we have solved must be reformulated and the
correct temperature-time history is better approximated by Landau's
solution for melting at constant surface temperature than by the model 1
of time-dependent surface regression. This same statement also applies
for iron at the high external flux level of 2.1 X 102 cal/cm 2 -sec. On the
other hand, for the reduced flux density of 2.1 cal/cm 2 -sec, iron does not
melt and the present formulation of the problem applies, although the
steady state is reached only after very long periods of time.
(d) The initial slopes of the Τ*(0, £*) versus £* curves are well
approximated through the theoretical relation obtained by ignoring
surface regression altogether, i.e., initially
T(0,t)=2ß(-)
or
Γ*(0, t) = T* [l + 2ß (^) 1 / 2 ]
where
t = [A*/p%*(#s*)2] **
as in Eqs. (7-2.2) with K* replaced by (Rg)-1.
The preceding results emphasize the importance of formulating the
ablation problem more properly by allowing for energy absorption
through both melting and evaporation.
7-4C
RADIANT AND CONVECTIVE, TIME-INDEPENDENT AND TIMED E P E N D E N T , ENERGY FLUXES WITH A TIME-INDEPENDENT REGRESSION RATE.

For the special case in which radiative-energy transport is absent and
the energy absorbed by the phase change is negligibly small, Ostrach
and McConnell 13 have previously given an analytical solution. T h e
complete problem leads to substantially equivalent results. T h e
boundary-value problem becomes
8T
dT
d 2T
dt
dx
dx2
T(x90)=0
for x>0,
Γ(οο, *) = 0
for / > 0 ,
β + Ä[Taw - Γ(0, t)] = - (-|^-)

6

+ *0v ,
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where A[T aw — T(0, *)], with h and T a w constant, denotes the convective
heat transfer at the ablator surface. Proceeding as before, the solution
to the problem is found to be

n„ t) _

(Μ-.γ-«,) j | [erfc ^

] + fa^JJ [erfc

^

- WT+Ίή (*xp[*(* + <") + hH])[erfc ( τ ^ ? + * V<)]J · C-»-7)
The surface temperature is evidently given by the relation

m

„ _ (yk+A^) j | μ

( ί Vl)] +

^

[er(c (_

·

- %X% ^ΛΗα+h)il) [erfc ( f + h ) V i ] ! ■

νί)]
(7 4 8

-··

Throughout the preceding discussion, we have assumed that the
radiative heat flux term β and the ambient gas temperature (behind the
shock front, i.e., ahead of the nose of a reentry vehicle) T a w are independent of time. If we are interested in the reentry history of a space
vehicle or missile, these two assumptions become clearly inapplicable.
It is, therefore, of interest to consider the boundary-value problem
specified in Eq. (7-4.6) subject to the constraint that β and T a w are
both functions of the time while h and αθγ remain constant. The solution
to the problem may now be written in the form
T(x, t) = J df[ß(t - f) + hTaw(t - t')} Φ'(χ, t') - -£- Φ(*, t)

(7-4.9)

where

*(*·') = ^ ρ [ β φ ( - Τ — 4 - - ^ J
- (h + y ) {exp h[x + (a+h)

f ]} [erfc ( ^ ± ^ + h V*')]

(7-4.10)

and
Φ{Χ, t) = |

[erfc (?+«)]

+^

[exp(- « ) ] [erfc

- hfh+'a) {eXplKx + at) + kH]] H (TTT

( ^ ) ]

+ k Vt

)\ ·

^411}

For time-dependent energy fluxes, corresponding to representative
reentry trajectories, the integral in Eq. (7-4.9) must generally be
evaluated numerically.
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Surface melting and evaporation with coupled motion
between the liquid layer and the external gas flow—
the treatment of Bethe and A d a m s 4

Following numerical calculations by Sutton and Scala2 on the motion
of a molten layer of Pyrex during atmospheric entry, Bethe and Adams 4
presented the first comprehensive analytical study on the ablation of
materials which melt and evaporate. This ingenious analysis, which
contains a considerable number of simplifications as compared with the
later treatments of Ostrach and Chapman (see Section 7-6 for details),
provides an instructive illustration on the coupling between the external
flow, the flow and evaporation of a molten surface layer, and heat transfer
to the body. In common with the later studies, the treatment of Bethe
and Adams 4 involves the implicit assumption that the equilibrium vapor
pressure is attained instantaneously at the gas-liquid interface (for a
discussion of this problem, see Appendix 7-1).
7-5A

FORMULATION

OF

THE

ABLATION

PROBLEM. 4

We

use

the

coordinate system shown in Fig. 7-5.1, in which the ablation velocity
has an intrinsically negative sign and R% represents the vehicle nose
radius. In the stagnation region, the steady conservation equations for
the liquid layer, neglecting body forces associated with vehicle acceleraGas-liquid interface

Γ
R*
Nose radius = Rj

Particle path

FIG. 7-5.1. Schematic diagram of the coordinate system which is fixed with respect
to the gas-liquid interface (after Bethe and Adams4).
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tion as well as dissipation terms and radiative energy transfer, then take
the following form: 4
continuity equation:

^-component of momentum conservation:
* / * du*

* dv* \

0 / * du*\ ty*

the solution of the equation for the ^-component of momentum
conservation is
dp*
'0;
(7-5.3)
3y*
energy conservation:
U

* Oil , * Oil - A*
dx*

+V

3y* ~ p*c*t

d T

* * = ** d*T*

dy*2 ~

l

dy*2 '

π

(

Λ\
}

Here we assume that the liquid density pf and the thermal diffusivity
kf are independent of the temperature, whereas the liquid viscosity /zf
is a strong function of T*.
The solution to the specified problem is effected by noting that the
inertial terms in Eq. (7-5.2) are small compared with the drag term
for a thin, molten liquid layer. Hence Eq. (7-5.2) may be integrated
with the result

where τ*(χ*) = ^f(du*/dy*)]i
is the aerodynamic shear at the gas-liquid
interface (the interface is identified by the subscript i). The pressure
p*(x*) is specified by the Newtonian flow solution
^=Kt[l-(^-)

2

],

(7-5.6)

S

where the subscript st identifies conditions at the stagnation point. In
the stagnation region, R* ~ x*, whence integration of the relation for
mass conservation given in Eq. (7-5.1) leads to the result
vti-vï*-±f\-±rV*)]*y*.

(7-5.7)
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Reference to Eqs. (7-5.5) and (7-5.7) shows that the velocity components
in the liquid phase are coupled to the energy equation through the
temperature dependence of μ,*.
At the stagnation point, 8T*/dx* = 0, whence Eq. (7-5.4) may be
integrated to yield

(ττΗ^,ΜτΚ ··*·)]■
where ^* is an intrinsically negative quantity for the specified coordinate
system. Bethe and Adams 4 then justify the approximation of replacing
v* by the constant normal ablation velocity v% for both the thin liquid
layer and the solid phase, i.e., they replace the preceding relation by
the expression

whence it follows that
Γ* = 7? [exp (~^f)}

(7-5.8)

if temperatures are measured above the initial, uniform temperature of
the reentry vehicle.
The dependence of /xf o n j ; * is specified by employing a viscositytemperature relation of the form

( 9)

iïr^y"

"·

where n is assumed to be a constant. From Eqs. (7-5.5), (7-5.8), and
(7-5.9) it is found that

(7-5.10)
the use of Eq. (7-5.10) in Eq. (7-5.7) then yields the result

I*'·· l = l ^ | -

2

fer
oo

WA~d^~~n\v*\
"Ï.1

&*)·
'

(7 5 Π)

- ·

oo '

Study of Eq. (7-5.11) shows that specification of p*(x*) and | rf (x*) \
defines the relation between | vfA \ and \v*\; similarly, it is apparent from
Eqs. (7-5.10) and (7-5.8) that w* and Γ* are uniquely related to | v* \ after
these parameters, together with Tf, are specified. The steady-state
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regression velocity | v% | and the interface temperature T*(#) must now be
obtained by enforcing interface boundary conditions that match the
external flow to the solution of the conservation equations for the
molten liquid layer. The logic of this matching procedure is easily
clarified by considering the special case of no evaporation (vf{ = 0).
7-5B

SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM WITHOUT EVAPORATION.4

I n the

absence of evaporation, Eq. (7-5.11) is an explicit solution for the
steady regression velocity, viz.,
2

* * \ _L/<*|Ti*i
+ 2 (-£.)'
-L (dAz?± 2*!*
_ J *dy
L1 i V \
^

LIA
\nv* μ*Λ
oo

«fc.1

dx*

n \ v* \ dx** ) '
'

oo ·

(

'

(7.512)

ΌΛΔ)

where p*(x*) has already been specified in Eq. (7-5.6) for known flight
conditions (i.e., for known values of pft and i?*). The shear stress
(lTi*o!) a n d n e a t transfer ( = q£0) are taken from the stagnation-point
heat-transfer solution of Fay et al.s* without mass addition, viz.,

I r.?o I «* ?i. [~tft
ß^)lß'
and
*

gi.o

h* - h*
st

i

0.7

* *
R*

Pst/^st

T^rwi
( s*t - K)

Prli

A

mr>

*

(7 5 13)

"-

(7-5.14)

where Pr8t denotes the Prandtl number for air at the stagnation point
and stagnation-point properties for air pressure, density, and specific
enthalpy (A*t) occur in Eqs. (7-5.13) and (7-5.14). Since the specific
enthalpy of air at the interface temperature 7\*, hf, enters in both
Eqs. (7-5.13) and (7-5.14), it is apparent that numerical estimates for
the velocity components in the liquid phase are weak functions of the
interfacial temperature 7\*. The interface temperature itself is determined
by enforcing energy conservation at the boundary, i.e., by writing
q?.o=PÎ\*Z\cî.iT?.

(7-5.15)

Equations (7-5.6) and (7-5.12) to (7-5.15) may be combined to yield a
single relation from which 7\* may be calculated for the viscosity
expression given in Eq. (7-5.9). This relation is

/ us? v r, , 4 c*st AT_ / ctat \ i
I Kt - K J V
Pr^n c*t λ* [ A* - A* } \
i
2
= +|4^
(#4 L -)
·
4
C
Pi Mst

W

t.Bt/

(7-5.16)
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Since /xf}i is the only sensitive function of 7\* appearing in Eq. (7-5.16),
it is convenient to effect a solution of Eq. (7-5.16) by assuming a value
for 7\*, calculating all other parameters in terms of this estimate except
for μγΛ , solving for μ$Λ , using the viscosity-temperature relation to
improve on the first calculation of Tf, etc. For large flight velocities,
hft ^> hf and Eq. (7-5.16) may be simplified to
{c^Tff ** cMwltâl

(7-5.16a)

where cx is nearly constant for glassy material and a constant Prandtl
number has been used. For air, the following approximations are
applicable: 4
pst ~ Poo(^st)

and

μ8ί ~ (Äst) ,

where the subscript oo refers to free-stream
M*i ~ (Tf)~n ~ (c* iTf)~n. Hence
(el??)

~ (p*)1/ÖH^)(Ae*t)8-e4/(8+n)

conditions;

also

(7-5.16b)

and, therefore, the energy absorbed per unit mass of molten material
(ΞΞ c*flTf) is only very weakly dependent on p* (i.e., on flight altitude)
and is also not a very sensitive function of flight speed (i.e., of Ä*t) for
a sufficiently temperature-sensitive viscosity law (large n).
The method of solution used in the simplified problem of Bethe and
Adams 4 shows that the energy equation is coupled to the other conservation relations primarily through the boundary condition for energy
conservation, i.e., through the convective heat-transfer term qf0 which is,
however, only a weak function of Tf [see Eq. (7-5.14)]. I n fact, for
sufficiently large flight velocities, A^t ^> hf and qf>0 is given independently
of Tf; similarly, rf 0 becomes now effectively independent of Tf while
pf is, in any case, not a function of 7\*. Therefore, the ablation velocity
| v% | depends on Tt* only through the viscosity law [see Eq. (7-5.9)]
and, in effect, the solution of the energy conservation equation remains
strongly coupled to that of the momentum and mass conservation equations only through Eq. (7-5.9).
It is interesting to note the following conclusions which may be
drawn from the preceding relations:
(1) The ablation velocity \v*>\ is directly proportional to the heat
transfer rate (except for an additive term dependent on stagnation
pressure p£t) and hence varies with nose radius.
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(2) The ablation velocity \v*>\ is minimized by low thermal
diffusivity kf and high interfacial viscosity μ^Λ . This last statement
defines desirable physical properties for a nonevaporating ablator. For
an evaporating ablator, it is apparent that we require high heats of
evaporation and low equilibrium vapor pressures for given values of 7\*.
7-5C PARTIAL EVAPORATION OF THE MOLTEN LIQUID. 4 In accord
with Reynolds' analogy, the heat transfer and shear stress are assumed
to be reduced by the factor ψ when mass addition occurs from the
surface. Thus Bethe and Adams 4 write

(7-5.17)

4- = 4τ = Φ>
^ί,Ο

iT, 0

where the expression
φ = \ - 0.68 ( - ^ ) 0 * 2 6 (Aft - hf)

~*J_r*

p

I ^

(7-5.18)

(with W%jW$ representing the ratio of air to ablator molecular weight)
was obtained from empirical correlations of experimental measurements
by Baron 36 and by Reshotko and Cohen. 37 It is now desirable to relate
pf | vfti | to the heat-transfer stagnation conditions and the surface temperature of the ablator. For a noncombustible ablator, an effective procedure
involves the assumptions of (1) a Lewis number of unity with a binary
mixture approximation and (2) instantaneous establishment of the
equilibrium vapor pressure at the surface temperature of the ablator.
This last assumption may be responsible for the removal of important
nonsteady effects during a planetary-entry trajectory.
For a Lewis number (Le) of unity, it is well known that the total
heat transfer to the surface may be written in the form
< 7 i * = ^ * o = - | ^ ,

(7-5.19)

where starred properties with the subscript g refer to appropriate
variables in the boundary layer adjacent to the molten liquid. The
surface boundary condition for the ablating liquid is
pt\ ttfi I = PÎ\ < , I K..i + P^Dt ( ^ 5 - ) i ,

(7-5.20)

where we have employed a binary mixture approximation and the
subscript a identifies the ablating species in the boundary layer. From
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Eqs. (7-5.19) and (7-5.20), we obtain the expression for a constant
mass-fraction gradient,
qt

_

dh*
dY.a.g

pÎI«t,l(i-r..,)

for X£lp^c*fgD^ = Le = 1. Integration of the preceding relation from
the stagnation point (where h^ = h£t and Ya g = 0) to the interface
(where h^ = hf and Y a g = Y a i ) leads to the result
* l »,*

Ya.i
0?* o
(A* _ A*) i _ y{a.i

(7-5.21)

Since the pressure is independent of y, it follows that

pit = p? = Ph + Ph = Ph (l + -ψ^ ,
where p%ti is the air pressure at the interface. Furthermore,
Pl,i _WÎ
IP*.
w*

Fa.i
a.i

whence
(pit

W.l

Λ

^Α

7 ^a*

^ i

(7-5.22)

Equations (7-5.21) and (7-5.22) may be combined to yield the following
explicit relation for the surface regression rate:
Pi I »i.i I

4>q
«&__»?/ίΑΛ-1

+ (*«*t

(7 . 523)

Since p£fi is assumed to be the equilibrium vapor pressure at 7\*,
Eq. (7-5.23) constitutes an expression for pf \ vf{ | in terms of externally
specified flow conditions and the interface temperature.
With evaporation, the energy-balance equation becomes
00*o = P*(\ v* I ct.iT*

+ I **.i I Ah*ap)·

(7-5.24)

Combination of Eqs. (7-5.18) and (7-5.23) leads to the result
*

Pi

*

i

ö£^K) (5τ) Kër) ~' + °·68 (^)

(7-5.25)
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For the liquid viscosity, Bethe and Adams 4 use a relation of the form
//>a,i\- tt

μ*ι

$ - == ( ^ - 1

(7-5-26)

where μ,*)8ί is the viscosity of the liquid at the temperature T£tBt at
which the vapor pressure of the ablator has the value p$t8t and a is a
known constant. Equations (7-5.25) and (7-5.26) may now be introduced
into Eq. (7-5.11) to yield the following expression for | v% \ :

i * I - I * i i ? / Λ? V

1

l·*1**1 I

I*.I I ν ι Λ \ ^ z y p t c ^ n j ^{<)2 y dx*

x [i - 0.68 (^

2A

ypfc^n!^

* W^Vl

y&#1 ^

+ {htt_ti)Pr\vrA\ ( l | ) ] ■ ( 7 - 5 · 2 7 )

where | vfti | is given in terms of | v* | through Eqs. (7-5.18) and (7-5.24).
A second relation involving the interface temperature Tf may also be
derived after some manipulation, 4 viz.,

1=

<ιτΐ %+ 68

ht)

trfei - ) κ °· mr^ - T
4

(ctstâY

(PÎ & \ Γ

ft!,

1

I3

+ WAV V.* rtJ\-pV"*J(hU-W

where

[

/W*\0.26

1-1

JÂ*ap + 0.68 ( j ^ - j
(A*t - A,*)J
(7-5.29)
and Pr g t represents again the free-stream Prandtl number at stagnation
conditions.
For specified flight conditions and an assumed value of (qff0/pf\ v% |),
Eq. (7-5.28) may be readily solved for pftBt and, therefore, for Tf since
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usable first guesses are easily made for cvlTf
and hf, neither of which
is a strong function of 7\*. Once Tf has been estimated in this manner,
Eqs. (7-5.18), (7-5.24), and (7-5.27) may be solved for | ν*Λ I andfor | v* \
which, in turn, provides the necessary information to check on the
consistency of the assumed value for #* 0 /p* | v* | with the specified flight
conditions, etc. This type of iterative procedure has been used by Bethe
and Adams 4 to calculate Tf and the dimensionless parameter qf^/pf | ^* |
for a reentry vehicle made of Pyrex at various flight speeds and altitudes.
Their results are reproduced in Fig. 7-5.2 for the estimated physical
properties of Pyrex.
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FIG. 7-5.2. Effective energy absorbed by Pyrex glass at the stagnation point for
different flight conditions (h*t° = 18.8 cal/g); reproduced from Bethe and Adams. 4

Reference to Fig. 7-5.2 shows that the interface temperature Tf and
the ratio qf^jpf \ v* \ are primarily dependent on flight velocity and are
relatively insensitive to flight altitude. For the flight-velocity range
included in Fig. 7-5.2, less than 2 % of the Pyrex glass is evaporated,
i.e., Eq. (7-5.16b) holds in good approximation. The onset of evaporation
corresponds to the separation of the curves for constant Tj* from the
curves for constant values oiqf^pf \v%\. For a particular entry trajectory,
^* 0 is known from earlier heat transfer studies, whence it follows that
the data plotted in Fig. 7-5.2 may be used directly to estimate | v% |, subject
to the assumptions made in the analysis. Probably the most important
approximations made by Bethe and Adams 4 are those relating to the
use of steady-state temperature profiles and evaporation rates (i.e.,
equilibrium vapor pressures p$ti). The first of these approximations has
been relaxed in the treatments of Ostrach and Chapman, which will
now be considered.
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OTHER TREATMENTS OF SURFACE MELTING

Other treatments of surface melting and the coupled
motion of the liquid layer and external gas flow9-15

Detailed theoretical and experimental studies of the coupled motion
of the liquid layer and external gas flow for surface melting have been
performed in recent years, especially by S. Ostrach and his colleagues
and by D. R. Chapman et al. We shall now briefly review these studies.
7-6A
T H E STUDIES OF OSTRACH et al. (NEGLECTING RADIANT-ENERGY
TRANSPORT). 1 3 - 1 5
For a liquid layer that is thin compared with the radius

of curvature at the vehicle nose, it is convenient to use the coordinate
system shown in Fig. 7-6.1, where the interface between the gas phase

Body axis

-Gas-liquid interface

FIG. 7-6.1.

Diagram showing the coordinate system used by Ostrach et al.15

and molten liquid is located at the origin y* = 0. Steady-state solutions
are used for the external gas flow and for the motion of the liquid layer.
However, the temperature in the liquid layer is considered to be unsteady.
For an axisymmetric body and an incompressible thin liquid layer, the
conservation equations take the following form: 13-15
mass conservation:
d(u*R*)
dx*

d(v*R*)
= 0;
dy*

(7-6.1)

momentum conservation:
pi

h^
dp*

+w

a

-dx^ + v i^-[l-[-dx^)\

d r * idv*

du*\]

i

. - d t * du* \
+2

μι

" ^*~ + w r Vd^*- + ^*-)\ -3χ-*-\ -^)>

._ , ..

(7 6 2)

"·
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dv*

„·[■ dt*

+U

* dv*
~8xir

+ V

* dv*
dR* *
lty*~~dx*~°t

where a* denotes the acceleration, while pf [1 — (d^/dx*)2]1/2
a* and
pf(dR*/dx*) a* represent, respectively, the x*- and jy*-components of
the body forces per unit volume;
energy conservation:
+ w

^b^-

~^

+ v

-^-)=χι

(7-6·4)

(^*Γ + ^ * Γ ) + Φ '

where the dissipation term Φ* is given explicitly by the relation

(7-6.5)
Following Ostrach and other authors, constant values are assumed for
the isobaric specific heat c* , the liquid density pf, and the liquid
thermal conductivity λ^. The liquid viscosity μ* is expected to increase
from a small value at the gas-liquid interface to a very large value at
the liquid-solid interface as the local temperature decreases in the liquid
phase.
Following Ostrach, we may write the governing equations in
dimensionless form by introducing the following dimensionless variables:
X*

r =

S

P*
P=
u

o^ptKs

Pit

y*
Γ* - T*(t = 0)
τ _
y = R*8 '
T*
s
s
st
*
i
^
ί =
μ =
(P*C;R?IX*) S*
' ^*st

R*
R* '

M*

J*1'

(Ä*Kst)S8·

S2 =

A*[(Ä*Kst)s2] )

iP,st

s Iri.t

=

RePt

<T>

(

^Bt

λ*

/

Here the subscript st identifies stagnation conditions and S is a
dimensionless scale factor which is given by the expression
2μ*^{άτ*1άχ*)0

IV»
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where n is the exponent in the viscosity-temperature relation

μ-t

( T* ]-»

=

and T* represents the shear stress. If δ <^ 1,
pf i?*[(j>*tP*/^*st) δ2] δ2 _

Re δ2

. j

where Re is a Reynolds number, (c*p£st/X*) == Pr ^> 1 and Pr is
the Prandtl number for the liquid at the stagnation point, and

S

St

then the governing equations for the liquid phase take the following
form:
conservation of mass:
| _

M +

|

M = 0

;

(7-6.1a)

momentum equations:

energy conservation with negligibly small dissipation:

Reference to the preceding expressions shows that the only unsteady
term occurs in the energy equation, an assumption which has been
discussed by Georgiev et al.,5'6 as well as by Ostrach and his colleagues. 13-15 In accord with Eq. (7-6.3a), the pressure is assumed to be
independent of y for any given value of x, where it is equated to the
estimate at the interface; the ^-dependence of the pressure profile is
introduced by assuming p(x) for a Newtonian fluid. The effect of
deceleration is introduced through the dimensionless term g in the
equation for conservation of the x-component of momentum.
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The boundary and initial conditions must now be specified before
the problem can be solved. We note that
T(x,y; 0) = u(x,y\ 0) = v(x,y\ 0) = 0;
T(x, co;t) = u(x, oo; i) = 0;
v(x, oo;t) = va

(7-6.6)

From symmetry considerations at the stagnation point,
\ dx /' r£C=0
=ft

\dx)v_n

\dx/„_n

'

v

· /

At the liquid-gas interface (identified by the subscript i), where y = 0
for all x, we enforce not only continuity of the pressure but also of the
temperature, shear stress, and energy flux. Therefore,
T£(x, 0"; t) = T*{x, 0 + ; t)

(7-6.8)

where the subscript g identifies conditions in the gas phase;
r*(*, 0-; t) = r*(x, 0 + ; 0 = - (μΐ | £ - ) ^ - A*t δ η ;
<?c*onv = -

( λ * ^—)

+ pfv? J/*,

(7-6.9)
(7-6.10)

where + J / * is the heat absorbed during fusion per unit mass, #*οην
denotes the total convective energy input to the reentry vehicle, and
vf is equivalent to the velocity vfti used in Section 7-5.
The method of solution now involves first the assumption of a
temperature profile at the interface T(x, 0; t) = 7\(#; t). Next Eq.
(7-6.4a) is simplified by assuming that the term in u(dT/dx) may be
neglected, as for stagnation-point heat transfer. Furthermore, v is
replaced by the steady-state value vœ . With these simplifications, the
temperature profile is independent of x except through a linear dependence on the interface temperature 7\(#, t); furthermore, the v-dependence
of T is determined through the explicit relation
T=Uxyt)

X jtexpfo*;«,?)] [erfc y (^77 + ? » · V*)] + [ erfc y ( ^ ~ V"« V*)] \ ·
(7-6.11)
This method of solution evidently also involves the assumption that
heat conduction in the jc-direction may be neglected in the liquid phase
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when Ti(xy t) varies with x. For specified values of T^x; t), the shear
stress and pressure at the interface are immediately determined from
known solutions for the gaseous boundary layer.
The remaining differential equations are then integrated without use
of the energy balance condition, which is employed only as a check on
the consistency of the solution, i.e., T^x; i) is varied until this equation
is satisfied. For known values of T{(x; t)> solution may be effected,
according to Ostrach et al., by proceeding as follows. First Eq. (7-6.2a)
is integrated twice with the result
« = / ( * ) \y —dy-rt

f ^

(7-6.12)

and, therefore, u is known after μ has been specified as a function of y.
The assumed functional form for μ is
-^ = exp(ay + by*) = (-^-Γ"
/Xj

\ 1 i /

(7-6.13)

where the constants a and b are determined from the known temperature
profile given in Eq. (7-6.11), i.e., from the relations

? 6 l3a

«=-£(-£-),·

(-- >

è~J.

(7-6.13b)

Next the continuity equation is integrated with the results
11 dd i ry

\

=

vi-vx

1 d ( r°
\
= -T^x(r\
udy).

--

and

r

udy

v v

-Të-x\ )x )

< 7 - 6 · 14 )
(7-6.15)

Now the problem has been completely solved, except that the boundary
condition for the energy flux has not been used. This condition is
enforced by varying the assumed form of T^x, t) until Eq. (7-6.10) is
satisfied.
Numerical results have been derived by Ostrach et al. for a specified
body shape and representative entry conditions of a Pyrex body. The
(normal) ablation velocity at the stagnation point is found to increase
continuously with time toward a steady-state value; however, down-
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stream of the stagnation point, the ablation velocity first reverses its
sign (which corresponds to accumulation of material in a "bump")
and is then gradually reduced while the " b u m p " is swept downstream
at still later times. These phenomena are associated with a decrease in
shear stress with downstream distance and with the gradual flattening
of the temperature profile with time. The velocity structure for the
liquid layer in the stagnation region tends toward a steady-state profile,
whereas farther downstream the velocity profiles tend to simulate
conditions for unsteady heating. Moderate deceleration reduces the
normal ablation velocity at the stagnation point, whereas the calculations
become inapplicable (presumably because of failure of the boundarylayer approximation as the bumps accumulate because of growth of the
liquid layer) for larger decelerations at some distance downstream from
the stagnation region. Near the liquid bump, the interface temperature
gradients tend to become very small. Reverse flow may be produced
when the opposing effect of the deceleration body force overcomes the
shear forces at the liquid surface. In practice, it is to be expected that
the unusual growth of excessively large bumps, especially on bodies of
relatively small size, will be prevented by "pinching" and removal of the
accumulated material through phenomena that are not adequately
included in the analysis.
The treatment of Ostrach et al. can clearly be improved in a number
of important respects, notably by deleting the assumption of a steady
regression velocity in the energy equation. A step in this direction has
been made by the use of perturbation calculations for short times in
terms of the small parameter φ without using any approximation for
the ablation velocity. Experimental studies on asphalt have shown
qualitative agreement with the calculated effect of deceleration on the
formation of molten " b u m p s " of material and with the development of a
"melt wave," the detailed behavior of which may be determined by a
coupling parameter which relates the heating rate and the melting rate.
7-6B
T H E STUDIES OF CHAPMAN et al. (INCLUDING INTERNAL RADIANTENERGY TRANSPORT FOR A GRAY, MOLTEN MEDIUM). 9 - 1 2
Equations (7-6.1 a)

and (7-6.2a) may be specialized to the stagnation region of a reentry
vehicle with the results

P + - + P=0

(7-6.16)

çfr-D-2-«

<«·">

ox

x
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and
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respectively; in the stagnation region, the energy conservation equation,
including the radiant flux term dF*(y*, i*)/8y*, becomes

£+*·£--£+>■"■
where

<Μ·18>

i - 5") Γ r*4(r?*} {iy^* !y* + η* |]} *»*

+ l

(7_6 19)

·

and

F(y,t)={SSrF*(y*,t*).

(7-6.20)

St

Here n is the index of refraction of the molten liquid, K* denotes the
(assumed constant) linear absorption coefficient for radiant energy, σ*
is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, e m is the maximum emissivity for
uniform temperature.
The method of solution is similar to that used by Ostrach, after
introducing the approximation

SHl·

<7-6-21>

which is valid in the stagnation region. The integral of Eq. (7-6.17)
becomes
du
3x

T -(■£-') il Ψ+% /If·

***>

which is evidently equivalent to the derivative with respect to x of
Eq. (7-6.12) in the vicinity of the stagnation point. Once du/dx is known,
we may use the mass conservation equation as before and also the following expression for calculating v:
-2j

du
ry ou

Txày+va,

(7-6.23)

where v^ is again the dimensionless ablation rate. Analytic solution of
the energy equation is now no longer possible, even for constant values
of the regression rate. In general, a computer program is developed to
match the solutions of the momentum and mass conservation equations
to those of the energy equation subject to a number of boundary
constraints, which will now be summarized briefly.
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The condition for energy conservation at the interface of the ablating
substance may be conveniently written in the form [compare Eq. (7-6.10)]
?*onv = *Pq£

+ ΡΪν?ΔΙ*.

(7-6.10a)

Î1ÊL\

(7-6.24)

=0+

Here
* \ l 1/ 2/ 2 Fτ/*3.15
1110(p*)
c

qt= qtc

(Ä?) 1 / a

1

l Äs*t A

for c o n t i n u u m flow (q$tC is in cal/cm 2 -sec, p * = free-stream air density
in g/cm 3 , K* = free-stream or reentry speed in km/sec, R* is in cm,
h£ti = air specific e n t h a l p y at t h e interface, A*t = specific stagnation
enthalpy of the air), and
0?o*

00o*c?o!]
C ö* 2

I

^*2\1/2

(7-6.24a)

in the transition flow regime if q^FM is the convective heat transfer for
free-molecule flow. Also φ equals a "heat blockage fraction" associated
with vaporization and is given by the relation

Φ =

0.94
+ 0.06,
i + «χΚΡβΐ/tf) - I]" 1

(7-6.25)

where ax is a constant which is determined from various numerical
solutions of the boundary-layer equations; p%tlp* equals the ratio of the
stagnation pressure to the vapor pressure of the ablating material and
p* differs from the normal vapor pressure p*0 but is related to it through
the expression
pst
P*

(7-6.26)

with m denoting an empirically determined constant the numerical value
of which depends on the nature of the ablating material and on the
surrounding atmosphere. Combination of all of the preceding relations
defines the convective energy input, in the continuum flow regime,
through the relation
0.94
«i[(?et/tf.o)m - !]"

+ 0.06

1110( Ρ *) 1/2 Γ*
(

o*)l/2

+ pfvf ΔΙ*.

Ht)]
(7-6.27)
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Hence known external flow parameters are related to the interfacial
temperature and temperature gradient, except that the interfacial mass
velocity per unit area, pfvf> is also involved; this quantity is determined
from the solution of the boundary-layer diffusion equation, for Lewis
number Le and ratio M of ablator to air molecular weight, by the
equation

P,V =to.*( T ) [ ( i f ) - 'Γ**·* - *«*i)_1·

(7 6 28)

"-

The calculation of u(x, y) requires not only specification of d2p/dx2
but also of the dimensionless shear-stress gradient drjdx. In this
connection, we note that mass addition from the ablator surface reduces
the wall shear stress from its normal value rj*0 to the applicable value

[(f)- 'Γ

τ * = ^ 1 + «2^ l ^ - f - j - 1 j

Ko-

(7-6.29)

where a2 is also derived from numerical solutions of the boundary-layer
equations. It now remains to relate shear stress to heat transfer and
external velocity gradient without ablation. The applicable relations are

where the velocity gradient at the outer edge of the boundary layer is
-d^

= Rf—7—·

(7 6 30)

- ·

/ is a number close to unity, and pt>/ptt is the ratio of free-stream to
stagnation density.
The boundary conditions given in Eqs. (7-6.27) to (7-6.29) match
the convective heat transfer to the energy conservation requirements
within the melt layer. Similarly, the use of Eq. (7-6.30) in Eq. (7-6.22)
will lead to velocity components in the liquid layer that are not only
consistent with the calculated temperature and viscosity profiles but
also with the surface shear stresses created by the external gas flow.
For tektite ablation, Chapman has employed the following numerical
values: ax = 0.95, a2 = 0.28, a3 = 1.025, m = 1.4.
Chapman and Larson 10 have discussed another important correction
for reentry applications—that resulting from wobbling or (slow) turning
of the body at nonzero angle of attack.
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Ablation with combustion of gasification products,
depolymerization, and liquid-phase reactions

Extensive experimental studies on the ablation mechanisms of various
plastic ablators have been published, both in the open literature and in
company reports. 2 3 - 3 3 In general, the details of the chemical processes
depend on the nature of the decomposing plastic, on its interactions
with other constituents such as the inorganic reinforcement (e.g., glass)
used, and on the composition of the ambient atmosphere. Representative
simplified models of the reaction, ablation, and boundary-layer zones
are sketched in Figs. 7-7.la, 7-7.lb, and 7-7.2.
The requisite analytical description of ablating materials is, of course,
strongly dependent not only on chemical reaction mechanisms and rates
but also on the presence or absence of a molten surface layer. We shall
indicate briefly the essential features of rather incomplete analyses which
have been used for ablators undergoing chemical reactions.
(a)

Melt zone

Char layer of
solid residue
in molten
= . liquid
=

Heat input -

Reaction zone in a
molten glass layer

j

Virgin material

Incipient descomposition
zone

(b)

Heat input -

Gas- liquid
interface —

t Reaction
zone

Virgin

material

Melt zone

FIG. 7-7.1. (a) Schematic diagram of the gross features of the surface for a phenolformaldehyde resin reinforced with fiberglass; after Beecher and Rosenzweig. 24 · 25 (b) T h e
idealized version of Fig. 7-7.la used in an analytical study of ablation for fiberglassreinforced phenolic resin; after Rosenzweig and Beecher. 25
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Char layer

Boundary layer with
chemical reactions

Pyrolysis zone

FIG. 7-7.2. Schematic diagram of the reaction zone for an ablating, charring solid
(phenolic nylon); after Lundell et al.23
7-7A

ABLATION OF FIBERGLASS-REINFORCED PHENOLIC RESIN. 25

The

model shown in Fig. 7-7.lb has been studied by using a treatment that
is very similar to the analysis of Bethe and Adams (compare Section 7-5),
except that allowance is made for the occurrence of chemical reactions
in the melt zone. The chemical processes have been idealized to a
one-step, first-order reaction of the type condensed reactants —> gaseous
products.25 Rosenzweig and Beecher 25 follow the procedure of Bethe and
Adams (see Section 7-5), except that they consider a melt zone, the
outer layer of which is described by a continuity equation of the form
d(RV)
dx*

^

0(J8V)_
3y*

kt
S

I.R

/
\

ΔΕ*
RT
t

(7-7.1)

where k^ exp(—AE*/RT£)
measures the rate of mass conversion per
unit volume of condensed reactants to gaseous products in the reaction
zone of the molten liquid layer (see Fig. 7-7.lb). The gaseous products
are assumed to escape instantaneously according to a process that is
not described analytically. The reaction zone is assumed to remain
isothermal at the temperature T£ . Nonsteady phenomena are not
considered.
The method of solution employed by Rosenzweig and Beecher 25
follows closely the treatment of Bethe and Adams. 4 The unknown
parameters, which must be determined theoretically, are v% as well as
the thickness S^R and temperature T£ of the reaction zone in the molten
liquid. The required relations involve an expression that is similar to
Eq. (7-5.27), except that account is taken of the fact that the molten
layer has been divided into two portions, one of which is identified as
the reaction zone. The relation for energy balance at the interface
[cf. Eq. (7-5.24)] now contains a heat release term and is written with
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Tf replaced by T£ . The third relation between the unknown parameters
v% , δ ^ , and T£ is obtained from a study of possible reaction processes.
The following chemical changes involving silica and carbon are mentioned:
Si0 2 + 3C -> SiC + 2CO,
Si0 2 + 2C -> Si(/) + 2CO,
Si0 2 + C -> SiO(g) + CO.
The chemical processes leading to the formation of carbon are not
considered in detail; nor is explicit allowance made in the conservation
equations of the liquid phase for the escape of gaseous reaction products
from the liquid layer. This escape can clearly occur only when the
vapor pressure of the reaction products exceeds the stagnation pressure.
The process S i 0 2 + 3C -> SiC -+- 2CO is considered to control the
reaction rate.
Solution of the specified problem has been carried out on a highspeed computer by using an assumed temperature profile of the form
y * = Cf + C}y* + C$( v*) 2 for various reentry trajectories. Representative results for the dependence of ablation rate and 8fR on the
rate of reaction and heat of reaction are presented graphically.
It is apparent that the treatment of Rosenzweig and Beecher 25 is
capable of extensive refinement, especially in so far as proper allowance
for the detailed chemical processes and for nonsteady phenomena is
concerned. In this connection, it should be noted that some experimental
information is available on relevant chemical reaction mechanisms and
rates. 24 ' 29 " 33
7-7B ABLATION OF CHARRING HEAT SHIELDS. 23 Extensive experimental results are available which have been interpreted in terms of
the model shown in Fig. 7-7.2. 23 As might be expected, it was found
that the observed ablation rate could be correlated in terms of observed
surface temperatures. Furthermore, both of these parameters, as well as
the heat of ablation, were found to be dependent on the nature of the
heating processes (i.e., radiative or convective heating) and on the
magnitudes of the heating rates. Observations of this type show that the
nature of the charring and reaction processes is closely coupled to the
external flow field and that, therefore, a complete theoretical description
will require consideration of reaction mechanisms and rates that are
themselves dependent on flight conditions. Both blockage effects and
reradiation from the char layer were found to be important. 23
Char recession was found to depend not only on surface temperature
(it increased with surface temperature) but also on pressure. 23 In
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hypersonic flight, char ablation may become unimportant since the
primary process for removal of the char layer may now involve spallation
phenomena. Spallation mechanisms have been studied by Mathieu 26 on
the assumption that the spallation processes depend on the internal
pressure drop through the porous char layer; this model leads to the
notion of a critical char-layer thickness at which rupture occurs. The
practical solution for the improvement of ablator materials clearly leads
to the development of char layers with improved structural strength,
which has been achieved by using a variety of reinforcement materials
(e.g., graphite, silica, asbestos, nylon). When a sufficient amount of
reinforcement material is added to provide adequate structural rigidity,
melting may again occur before ablation, and the appropriate analytical
model will then become similar to those described in Sections 7-5
and 7-6.
The quantitative treatment of Mathieu 26 is restricted to the analysis
of a one-dimensional, porous layer for which the energy conservation,
continuity, and momentum equations are supplemented by a single
wth-order reaction process. One of the spallation criteria involves the
use of an empirical relation between critical char thickness and shear
stress on a nonablating surface; the other spallation criterion is based
on the assumption that failure of the char layer will occur when the
normal stress produced by pressure drop in the porous layer exceeds
an assumed critical value. 26 These criteria lead to the idea that periodic
removal of the char layer will normally occur during atmospheric entry.
7-7C ABLATION OF GRAPHITE. Ablation of graphite has been treated
by several authors, especially by Scala and Gilbert. 47 The chemical
processes are relatively well understood for graphite combustion. The
analytical treatments refer to steady-state regression for which a
numerical solution has been worked out under representative conditions. 27 A highly simplified theoretical treatment of graphite ablation
forms the contents of Section 7-8.
7-7D CONCLUDING REMARKS. Ablation of reacting plastic materials
has been considered by several authors. The steady-state theoretical
solutions will probably prove to be inadequate for applications requiring
real-time processing of optical or radar observables. Semiempirical
approaches of the type used by Sutton, 29 ' 30 Lundell, 23 and others, when
coupled with flight-test observations, clearly hold the greatest promise
for early solution of the practical problem. In the meantime, it appears
desirable to develop a rational, highly flexible computer program for
effecting solution of the complete nonsteady equations with arbitrary
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time-dependent reaction rates. Numerical experiments, coupled with
carefully chosen experimental tests, should provide the next important
step in the evolution of our quantitative understanding of one of the
messiest problems in applied science that the aerospace community has
been forced to consider. The discussion in Appendix 7-1 indicates, for
example, the type of considerations required for a relatively minor
refinement in analysis—that of deleting the assumption that the surface
vapor pressure for the ablating species assumes its equilibrium value at
the interface.
In addition to an extensive computer program, which must include
proper consideration of nonsteady temperature profiles, ablation rates,
and reaction rates, it appears appropriate to emphasize the importance
of allowing also for such effects as surface forces on a molten liquid
layer, which were probably responsible for nonsteady surface flows
encountered by Aihara 37a in experimental studies on ablation of highly
conducting (i.e., iron or copper) conical and blunt bodies exposed to a
plasma jet. These nonsteady surface vortex flows would be expected to be
"frozen into the surface'' for highly conducting materials which are
suddenly cooled below the melting point to macroscopic depths, whereas
they should be wiped out during the much more gradual cooling of
successive, macroscopic layers of poorly conducting materials. A careful
discussion of neglected, but possibly important, physical phenomena is
clearly a part of a significant quantitative program for the elucidation
of ablation processes.

7-8

Unsteady ablation coupled to a steady,
laminar boundary-layer flow*

After commenting briefly on the use of similarity principles in
theoretical combustion research, we develop an approximate analytical
procedure for deriving relations between ablation rate and surface
temperature on the assumption that the external boundary-layer flow is
steady, pressure gradients across the boundary layer are negligibly small,
and the steady boundary-layer flow is coupled to a steady or unsteady
surface ablation rate. We utilize simplified boundary-layer solutions
* The results described in this Section are taken from recent studies by Penner and
Sharma, 37b which were supported, in part, by the Advanced Research Projects Agency
under Project Defender (monitored by the U.S. Army Research Office, Durham, under
Contract DA-31-124-ARO-D-257) and, in part, by the U.S. Army Research Office,
Durham, under Grant No. DA-ARO-(D)-31-124-G747.
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obtained previously for reacting boundary-layer flows; these solutions
involve such approximations as Prandtl and Lewis numbers equal to
unity, binary diffusion relations, etc.
For a flat plate, we obtain the ablation rate as an explicit function of
the distance coordinate and the (time-dependent) wall temperature. A
heuristic transformation of the results to a spherical body provides
analogous solutions for a spherical reentry vehicle. Comparison between
our simplified results for the high-temperature ablation of a graphite
sphere and the numerical solutions of Scala and Gilbert 47 shows acceptable
agreement in the diffusion limit.
7-8A OUTLINE OF THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS. In this section,
we comment briefly on the use of similarity principles in theoretical
combustion research and then summarize relevant results for reacting
boundary-layer flows.
a. Use of similarity principles in theoretical combustion research. The
use of similarity principles in theoretical combustion research is justified
because of our inadequate present and anticipated future knowledge of
chemical reaction mechanisms and rates 38 and of the nature of turbulentflow phenomena with chemical reactions.
All practically useful chemicals undergo chain reactions in producing
reaction products. The elementary steps involved in the decomposition
or combustion reactions are not well understood, except possibly for
some of the hydrogen-halogen mixtures. Specific reaction rates are
generally unknown and are only defined within about an order of
magnitude for the simplest processes (e.g., recombination of hydrogen
atoms in the presence of a third body). An effective, overall rate law
for the production of reaction products has sometimes been determined
for a limited range of experimental conditions.
The steady-state approximation is often employed for the atomic and
free-radical intermediates occurring in combustion processes. The
validity of this approximation has been examined in connection with
the theoretical calculation of laminar flame velocities 39-41 in premixed
gaseous systems. The steady-state approximation is occasionally a
useful device for obtaining first-order estimates for flame-propagation
velocities but should probably not be used in estimating concentration
profiles for reaction intermediates.
The preceding remarks may be summarized by the statement that
combustion processes generally involve unknown reaction steps with
unknown rates in complex systems for which no generally useful
simplification in analysis is applicable. Furthermore, judging from the
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lack of progress that has been made, it is unrealistic to believe that this
situation will change materially in the foreseeable future. In fact,
agreement between theory and experiment is generally achieved by
repetitive iterations which ultimately lead to the selection of particular,
non-unique sets of reactions and rate laws that yield "predictions"
which are in agreement with very limited experimental data and usually
require readjustment as soon as new measurements are performed.
Our past and anticipated future lack of progress in the quantitative
understanding of reaction rates and mechanisms has forced us, for all
practical purposes, to formulate analyses for "real" combustion processes
at such an unsophisticated level that detailed reaction mechanisms and
rate laws are not required. The conclusions derived from procedures of
this type are then likely to be only of qualitative or, at best, of semiquantitative significance. Among the schemes that are most useful for
avoiding immediate confrontation with the complexities resulting from
unknown or inadequate kinetic information are techniques leading to
similarity solutions, as introduced by Penner and Williams 42 for one-step
reactions into the Western literature and identified as the ShvabZel'dovich procedure. This methodology has been generalized to
multistep reactions by Penner and Libby (for studies of boundary-layer
heat transfer) 43 in a manner that is related to an earlier modification of
the Penner-Williams procedure by Lees 44 and also to the work of
Denison and Dooley. 44a
b. Boundary-layer flows with chemical reactions. The simplified
treatment given for boundary-layer heat transfer by Penner and Libby 43
may be adapted to a discussion of nonsteady ablation with minor
modifications. We state first the essential results obtained by Penner
and Libby and use the notation employed by these authors. 43
For C = p/x//De/xe = 1 (where p and μ denote the fluid density and
viscosity coefficient, respectively, and the subscript e identifies external
conditions) and negligibly small normal pressure gradients, the momentum conservation equation is readily shown 4 3 - 4 5 to reduce to the form
(7-8.1a)

f"'+ff"=0
with the boundary conditions

/(0) = - G"0w (2f)1/2//0e/XeWeri = / w = constant,
(7-8.1b)
where primes denote derivatives with respect to the variable

/'(0) = 0,

/'(oo) = 1,

' =p0f0 (£-)dy

and l

=f.Wer2J ds-

(7 8 2)
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Also j = 0 or 1 for two-dimensional and axisymmetric flow, respectively.
Equation (7-8.la) is the Blasius equation, the solution of which is well
known for j = 0 and various values of/ w .46 The variable η is introduced
by following Lees 44 in combining the Levy and Mangier transformations
with the Howarth-Dorodnitzyn transformation.34*1 The function / has
been introduced through use of the expressions
pvr* = - | -

pur' = yy [(2sy!*f(v)l

[(2s)^f(V)].

The velocity components u, v are given in terms o f / a n d of its derivatives
according to the expressions
u u

l e =/',

v = - {ρ,μΦ^Ιρ) [(2s)- 1 / a / + (2*)1/2 (VW)] - (&?/&) K * ) 1 ' V ' ] / ' In terms of the operator L( ), which is defined by the relation
£ ( ) = [( )" + / ( )'] (pPe^eMlr272i),

(7-8.3)

we find, for any combination o^ of the dependent variables appearing
in the relation
Lfa) = 0,

(7-8.4)

that the basic differential equations are of the form
<+/«i = 0

(7-8.5)

for values of the Prandtl and Lewis numbers equal to unity and constant
values of pD = μ = λ/δρ . The solutions of Eq. (7-8.5) obey Crocco-type
integral relations, i.e.,
Ui = a i,w + («i,e — a i , w ) / '

(7-8.6)

in view of Eqs. (7-8.la) and (7-8.lb). Here ocie and ociw are specified
constants or derived constraints on the physical variables.
For injection or ablation of a single chemical species into a gas
mixture, the heat-transfer boundary condition is readily seen to be of
the form 43

IMF) J-i-"i+1Hr) I

(7

-°>

where the subscript w identifies conditions at the wall, m = (p^) w + is
the mass regression rate per unit area, ΔΙ denotes the enthalpy change
per unit mass at the wall for the injected material, gradients evaluated
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on the gas side of the wall are identified by the subscript w+, and gradients
on the solid-phase side of the boundary are denoted by the subscript w~.
If we assume that the boundary-layer flow adjusts itself to changes
in fw(t) on a time scale that is short compared with the regression rate,
then we may couple the solutions for steady boundary-layer flow with
the equations for unsteady mass addition and ablation rates. In this case,
the temperature gradient at the wall on the gas side, in the transformed
coordinates, is given by the simple relation
Tw+ = (f,e-Tw++Y0,e)f:>

(7-8-8)

where T denotes a reduced temperature ( = T/T*) and Y 0 e is the
reduced ambient mass fraction = Y0JYo
of the oxidizer. 43
It is now convenient to rewrite Eq. (7-8.7) in the transformed coordinates and to apply the steady-gradient relation given in Eq. (7-8.8) to
time-dependent values of / w a n d / ^ . In this manner, we find that
dT \

| _ [-Aw+pw+Mer3 (T
(25)1/2

_ rp

,

T*

v

[28,β

Al,

(7-8.10)

I m M I = I 77 ( / V W * ) (2f)ï72^w+
and, therefore,

|2J (uep^er2i) <ftj

(»-£-)
(7-8.11)
where the rate of heat conduction into the wall is, of course, also timedependent. For two-dimensional flow (j = 0) with effectively constant
external flow variables, Eq. (7-8.11) reduces to the simpler form
« i / ; + «./w = a3 I (λ ~ \
where the time-dependent parameters ax, #2 >
expressions
a

i

=

■* s.e

—

^ w + ~^~

I,
an

(7-8.1 la)

d ö 3 a r e given by the

O.e ~v*
>
2
o

a, = (2P^es)^IXw+Pw+(ueY^

(7-8.12)
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for any given value of Tw(t) = Tw+(t) = Tw-(t) which defines fw(t),
/w(0» K+(t), and Pw+(t).
Much more complicated ablation and boundary-flow models than we
are considering have appeared in the recent literature (see, for example,
Refs. 27, 44a, 47-49).
7-8B ABLATION RATES FOR A FLAT PLATE. The energy balance at
the surface of an ablator for a boundary-layer flow determines a unique
relation between surface temperature and blowing rate. Thus the massaddition rate is implicitly given by the use of the boundary-layer
equations and it is, therefore, not permissible to specify a priori the
applicable functional relation between (pw+vw+) and Tw+ .
For a flat plate with negligibly small temperature gradients in the
^"-direction, Eq. (7-8.1 la) becomes
/;/(-/

w

) - + a2K,

(7-8.13)
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FIG. 7-8.1. The ratio of/^/(—/ w ) as a function of (—/w) for the Blasius equation; this
plot has been constructed from the data of Emmons and Leigh. 46 Reproduced from
Penner and Sharma. 37b
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where/w/(—/ w ) is a known function of (—/w) according to the solutions
obtained by Emmons and Leigh. 46 The functional relation
/w/( — /w) =9>( —/w)
is indicated in Fig. 7-8.1 for the Blasius equation.
a. Flows with Tse ^> Tw , Tse ^> î ^ e i ^ V ^ o ) and comparison with
the results of Scala and Gilbert.*1 For sufficiently large free-stream
Mach numbers, Ts>e > Tw , Ts>e > Υ 0 ί Θ (Γ*/Υ*); hence β ι ~ 7 ^ .
Therefore,
/w

=

α

2 ^

Pe^e

( - / w ) ~ «i ~ K+Py,+

ΔΙ
T

_

s,e

pe/^e

j^w+

~ P w +^w+ V

^

4

s,e ~

15

ΔΙ
T

r

J/

PTW+

s>e

Ä

where we have again used the approximation C = peiLt'e/Pw+/xw+
as well as the kinetic theory relation for a monatomic gas

=

1>

/xw+
4 Ww+
Aw+ " 1 5 Ä
with R representing the molar gas constant. Here Ww+ is a mean
molecular weight for the gases at the wall. Combination of Eq. (7-8.14)
with the Blasius solution leads to the conclusion that a plateau value
exists for the ablation rate which is independent of the value of the wall
temperature for sufficiently large flight velocities (i.e., large Ts e ). For
the sublimation of graphite to form C(g) at the surface, ΔΙ ~ 14 kcal/g
for the ablation conditions, whereas Ww+ ~ 20 g/mole; hence Eq.
(7-8.14) becomes
^
—3.8 x 1 0 4 ^ (-/w)~ '
Tts,e

(7-8.14a)

with TSG expressed in degrees Kelvin. Comparison with the data
plotted in Fig. 7-8.1 leads to the conclusion that the blowing rate (—/w)
reaches the plateau values shown in Fig. 7-8.2 for various assumed
values of Ts e .
Our theoretical procedure and the relations which we have derived
for the calculation of ablation rates are valid only in case of complete
removal of the free-stream reactants before these can reach the ablator
surface. Because of this constraint, only a limited comparison is justified
with the more detailed numerical solutions of graphite ablation by Scala
and Gilbert. 47
Scala and Gilbert refer to a low-temperature regime in which direct
surface attack by oxygen occurs as "reaction-rate-controlled" and
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FIG. 7-8.2. The blowing rate (—/w) as a function of T s , e for ΔΙ = 14 kcal/g and
Ww+ = 20 g/mole, calculated by using Eq. (7-8.14a) and the plot shown in Fig. 7-8.1.
Reproduced from Penner and Sharma.37b

"transition regimes" for which the following empirical expressions are
used for the mass ablation rate:
mK ~ /£ 0 [exp(- 44,000/#r w )] (^.w) 1 ' 2 .
Here Tw is the wall temperature, po2)W denotes the partial pressure of
oxygen at the wall, and K0 is an effective collision frequency, which is
determined from a comparison with experimentally measured results for
"slow and fast" ablators.
At the opposite extreme of temperature, the mass-ablation rate is
said to be determined by the "sublimation regime," which Scala and
Gilbert define, for all practical purposes, as the ablation regime in which
chemical equilibrium is maintained everywhere and which is dominated
by direct surface attack of nitrogen on carbon, producing CN. Our
similarity solution is clearly inapplicable when this type of direct surface
attack occurs.
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For intermediate temperatures, Scala and Gilbert identify a "diffusioncontrolled regime'' involving direct surface attack, with mass ablation
rate md . Our similarity solution actually constitutes a generalization of a
"diffusion flame" (i.e., a process not involving direct surface attack)
since, in this case, the boundary conditions on reactant mass fractions
at the wall and in the free stream are satisfied. Nevertheless, it is of
interest to make a comparison between our results and those of Scala
and Gilbert for md . In particular, we shall now show that we have the
same functional form for rha , as well as acceptable numerical agreement
in an absolute sense.
Scala and Gilbert 47 define a diffusion limit for the mass addition rate
of graphite when the free-stream velocity is uœ = 20,000 ft/sec at an
altitude of 100,000 ft; this diffusion limit is independent of the wall
temperature and is determined 47 by the equation
m = 6.35 X 10- 3 (ί β /# Β ) 1/2 lb/ft2-sec,
where pe is the ambient pressure in atmospheres and RB equals the
body radius in feet.
According to our analysis and Eq. (7-8.1), the mass injection rate is
(

*, \ ~ Wetter'

(

r x

Ipef^eUe

for external flow variables independent of s. For the specified flight
conditions, it is appropriate to use in our flat-plate analysis for the
external flow the values corresponding to the bow shock at the stagnation point, viz., Ts>e = 6968°K 50 so that ( - / w ) = 0.0765 according to Fig. 7-8.2. Furthermore, Te = 6930°K, pe = 5.6 atm, and
2
3 50
so that We = (PeRTJpe) = 20.9 lb/mole
Pe = 1.285 X 10- lb/ft ,
and ue = (poo^oo/Pe) = 1.667 X 103 ft/sec.
If we now identify s with the radius of the blunt body RB multiplied
by an appropriate constant factor (see Appendix 7-2 for the origin of
this result), then we obtain a heuristic transformation to the conditions
of Scala and Gilbert 47 and the expression

0V*W+) = ( " 1 ^ ) 1 / 2 ( ^ ) 1 / 2 (-/ w ) = 4 · 4 X 10~3 (PJR*)1/2 lb/ft2-sec
V ZKle

J

W

7

(7-8.14b)
for5oa μ^ _ 9 26 x 10~ lb/ft-sec. Our final relation is seen to have the
same functional form and to be of the same order of magnitude as the
diffusion-limit result of Scala and Gilbert. However, it should be noted
that the present analysis is not restricted, in any way, to a particular
reaction model but rather remains applicable for all reaction models as
5
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long as the constant-property assumptions which we have made
constitute reasonable approximations and the surface- and free-stream
boundary conditions are satisfied.
b. Flows with arbitrary values of Tse . For flows with arbitrary
values of Tse , Eq. (7-8.14) is replaced by the expression

-Λ

±JLEll

( - / , ) ~ 15 Γ, ιβ

R

[1 - (TJT,J

!

+ (ΥθΛΤ*ΙΥ$ΤΙΛ)]

.

(7.8 15)

(

öl3

>

Since the value of T* generally depends on the assumed reaction model,
it follows immediately from Eq. (7-8.15) that the rate of ablation is also
dependent on the detailed nature of the reaction processes. Problems of
this type have been considered by various authors 4 7 - 4 9 using partially
verified assumptions about reaction models and rates.
Direct surface attack by oxygen atoms. For direct surface attack by
oxygen atoms, the heat release is determined by the surface process
C(e) + 0(g)-CO(g).
Hence, for a fixed wall temperature Tw+ , the applicable value of T*
approaches the limiting value which corresponds to the ratio of the molar
heat of surface reaction to the molar heat capacity of CO, i.e., to the
limiting process in which no energy absorption occurs by inert diluents.
The corresponding value of T1*, and hence of Tw+ is far too high to be
admissible for any surviving reentry heat shield.
c. Flat plates with temperature gradients in the y-direction.
With
nonnegligible temperature gradients in the heat-shield material, it
follows from Eq. (7-8.11) that

/ ; / ( - / w ) = K K ) + [*A(-/ W )] I W a y ) * - 1 .

(7-8.16)

Solution of the ablation problem now requires solution of the unsteady
heat-conduction problem into the solid body.
Appendix 7-1
The m a s s fraction of ablator at the interface f
where evaporation occurs, for a boundary-layer flow1
Implicit in the derivations of the expression for the mass evaporation
rate of ablator by Bethe and Adams 4 is the idea that the surface vapor
pressure for the ablating species approximates closely the equilibrium
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value at the interfacial temperature. This assumption is clearly valid if
the evaporation and condensation rates are very rapid in comparison
with the mass removal rates by diffusion. The conditions under which
this constraint is satisfied have been studied previously by Bauer and
Zlotnick. 51 We shall reconsider this problem for a boundary-layer flow
and obtain results in a form suitable for making numerical estimates.
The mass conservation condition for the ablating species at the interface is well known and may be written in the form

where Y a i and Y a g represent, respectively, the mass fraction of evaporating material at the interface and in the gas phase. In terms of the
evaporation frequency ι>*νΑρ a n d condensation velocity ^*ond > it i s
apparent that
Ρ*Ό*Λ = ( ^ v a p N a

s

— «£ 0 iid»a.l) mt

>

(A"7·2)

where N£fS is the number of surface atoms per unit area, wjfl is the
number of ablator molecules per unit volume in the gas phase at the
interface, and m% is the mass of the gas-phase ablation atom or molecule.
Since /O*Ï>*I must vanish at equilibrium, detailed balancing shows that
*
^evapNa.s
^cond =
*
,
a.i:eq

/ \ n -*\
(A-7.3)

where we assume a planar surface for the evaporating material and use
the notion that the relaxation times for establishing evaporation
frequencies and condensation velocities at any given temperature are
very short in comparison with other characteristic times of the problem;
the subsidiary subscript eq identifies equilibrium conditions. Combination of Eqs. (A-7.1) to (A-7.3) leads to the result

„V. - -.p«.** [I - bgy] - - - ^ (ψ-\ ·

<*-">

Equation (A-7.4) may be solved for the interface mass fraction Y a i
if we assume that the ablator mass fraction decays to zero as | j>* |
increases from zero to | y£t \ in the stagnation region; this type of
approximation may also be used for a boundary layer flow with Y&tg
decaying from Y a Λ to zero in a distance that is equal to the boundary
layer thickness δ*.
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In terms of the dimensionless parameter

evap

a,s a

we obtain the quadratic expression
2
1
V
a,
J - - Fa., (l + ^ 4 — + Κ) + 1=0.

*a,i;eq

\

-*a,i;eq

'

(A-7.6)

Equation (A-7.6) leads to the result

-Τ*Δ- = τ((ι+ΊΓ-*a.i;eq

z

V

= \-K

+κ

*a,i;eq

)
'

l
+ /, _
\ Si +2^[i+(i/y a , 1;eq )]+^v\
^\
Fa,l:eq/r+
[1 - (1/Fa.i:eq)]2
i )

. Υ*·λ™

1

*a.i;eq

+ <9(K*).

(A-7.7)

Reference to Eq. (A-7.7) shows that the approximation Ya}i c^ F a f i ; e q
may be used in the limit as K goes to zero, provided Y^^.^ does not
approach unity. In general, we conclude that the use of local equilibrium
values at the interface requires verification by first making independent
estimates of the appropriate value of K. We shall now calculate typical
values of K for evaporating liquids and solids.
A general procedure for estimating the evaporation flux rate involves
the use of the Knudsen equation in the form
^ W V a . s » * a = e e vap/>a,i[^i/(27rÄ*7 , i*)] 1 / 2 ,

(A-7.8)

where p$ti is the saturated vapor pressure of ablator at the interface
temperature Tf\ e e v a p ( < l ) is an empirically determined, dimensionless
evaporation coefficient; &* represents the Boltzmann constant. There
are many empirical equations that have been used to represent the vapor
pressure as a function of temperature. The following expression is a
useful representation:
ρίΛ = A * e x p ( - r s * / 7 ? ) ,

(A-7.9)

where r * = J / / * v a p / i ? * is the ratio of the molar heat of evaporation
( J i / J v a p ) to the molar gas constant /?*, and the integration constant
p$ has the value 1 atm when T£ equals the normal boiling point. The
temperature dependence of/>|Z)* , which has been treated as a constant
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equal to its interface value throughout the present discussion, may be
expressed, approximately, as
PÏD*=(p*D*)0(T?IT*).

(A-7.10)

The preceding relations may now be combined to exhibit explicitly the
temperature dependence of K. Thus
K = K0(T?IT*f* exp(T*/7\*),

(A-7.11)

where

*°-(-<-)

ir*^·

(A 7 12)

--

Reference to Eq. (A-7.11) shows that, for values of τ^ which are large,
K increases very rapidly as the temperature is reduced. Thus, for
relatively small values of the temperature, K may become so large as
to vitiate the assumption that the equilibrium vapor pressure is
approximated at the ablator interface.
The formulation of the boundary condition for a substance which
dissociates on evaporation or undergoes chemical reactions has also been
considered in simplified form. 52

Appendix 7-2
Heuristic transformation of flat-plate results
to the stagnation region of a sphere*
We first determine the velocity of the flow external to the boundary
layer in the stagnation region of a spherical body using the Newtonianflow approximation. From Newtonian-flow theory, the ratio of the static
pressure (pe) to the stagnation pressure (p8te) is (see Fig. A-7.1)
Pelp8te = COS* φ ~ 1 - (s/RB)*9

(A-7.13)

where the last equality holds good in the neighborhood of the stagnation
point. Now,
Ps.e = Pe + i Peul ,

* We are indebted to Professor P. A. Libby for suggesting the methodology described
in this appendix.

APPENDIX 7 - 2 FLATE-PLATE RESULTS AND STAGNATION REGION OF SPHERE 4 7 1

FIG. A-?.!. Schematic diagram of the stagnation region for a blunt reentry vehicle,
denning the coordinates used in the text. Reproduced from Penner and Sharma. 37b

so that
[2(pSte-pe)lpe]^2

Ue =

= {2p,.e[l

=

(PelPs,e)]lPe}^2

-

(2pSielPe)^(slRB)

= ξ5

where

(A-7.14)

ξ Ξ {Ip^lp^jR*.

Furthermore, in the immediate neighborhood of the stagnation point,
we note that
r~S,

pe^Ps.e,

^e^/^,e·

In the following discussion, the subscripts e, c identify conditions behind
a normal shock, which we have used as the constant free-stream
conditions for a flat-plate boundary-layer flow. Referring to Eq. (A-7.14)
and noting that rj = 1 for the flat plate (fp) and rj = r for a spherical
body (sp), we find that
*fp = Pe,cP-e,cMe,csi

Hv = ( w e,<A>e f C /W) 1 / 2

iSp ~ i èPs.ePs.ef,

Cy
*?SP = (2£lps,eP<S,e)1/2 J P dj

J

0

P dyy

(A-7.15)

and
(A-7.16)

0

for the flat-plate and stagnation-point regions of a blunt body of radius
RB , respectively.
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Since the conservation equations for the boundary-layer flows over
a blunt body and a flat plate in their respective coordinates [see Eqs.
(A-7.16) and (A-7.15)] are equivalent in the "cold-wall" approximation,
we obtain the following transformation (by equating 77fp to 77 sp ) relating s
and RB :

where we have used the relation μ8ί6ρ8>6 = μβ}0ρβ}0.
flight conditions, Eq. (A-7.17) becomes

For the specified

s = 5.36 X 10-2 RB.
This numerical value has been used in the main text in the derivation
of Eq. (7-8.14b).
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